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The Lie and module (Rinehart) algebraic structure of vector fields of compact
support over C∞ functions on a (connected) manifold M define a unique universal
non-commutative Poisson ∗ algebra ΛR(M). For a compact manifold, a (antiher-
mitian) variable Z ∈ ΛR(M), central with respect to both the product and the
Lie product, relates commutators and Poisson brackets; in the non-compact case,
sequences of locally central variables allow for the addition of an element with the
same roˆle. Quotients with respect to Z∗Z − z2 I , z ≥ 0, define classical Poisson
algebras and quantum observable algebras, with z = ~. Under standard regularity
conditions, the corresponding states and Hilbert space representations uniquely give
rise to classical and quantum mechanics on M.
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1. Introduction and results
According to Heisenberg and Dirac, Quantum Mechanics is obtained from Classical
Mechanics by replacing classical Poisson brackets, multiplied by the Planck constant, by
commutators.
Two circles of problems arise from such an “ansatz”: one concerning the precise
content of that prescription, which is not so well defined as it may appear, if it is to be
interpreted as general and unique, and therefore independent from choices of coordinates,
Hamiltonian, etc.; the second asking whether such a “substitution” has to be interpreted
as a mere prescription or rather follows from more fundamental principles.
Concerning the first kind of problems, it is well known that the substitution procedure
is completely well defined for a particle in euclidean space: when applied to cartesian
coordinates and their conjugated momenta, it defines the Heisenberg algebra, which, as-
suming exponentiability of the generators, gives rise to a unique C∗ algebra [1], the Weyl
[1]
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algebra, with a unique Hilbert space representation continuous in the group parameters
(von Neumann Theorem [2]).
The situation changes completely if one considers classical mechanics on a manifold
M and asks whether a similar, coordinate independent, construction provides a unique
algebra, with a similar classification of representations. In this case, geometrical struc-
tures play an essential roˆle and different strategies and constructions have been proposed.
“Phase space” quantization methods start from the classical phase space T ∗(M) and
try to associate an element Q(f) of an operator algebra to any classical variable, i.e. any
(regular) function f on T ∗(M). Requests which seem a priori reasonable are however
found to be inconsistent: [Q(f), Q(g)] = i~{f, g}, [ , ] denoting the commutator and
{ , } the classical Poisson brackets, is in fact incompatible with Q(g(f)) = g(Q(f)), and
also with linearity of Q, if irreducibility of the resulting algebra, or related conditions,
are assumed [3].
Possible solutions are given either by restricting the correspondence Q to suitable
subsets of the classical variables (“Geometric quantization”), or by relaxing the relation
between commutators and classical Poisson brackets, which is assumed to hold to order
~ (“Deformation quantization”). In both cases, the construction depends on the intro-
duction of additional structures, respectively geometrical and algebraic, and the result is
not unique.
On the other side, “Canonical quantization” developed into an analysis based only
on the geometry of M and of its diffeomorphism group, and therefore into the study of
the representations of the crossed product algebras C0(M) × G, G a subgroup of Diff
(M), defined by the action of G on C0(M).
In the Segal approach [4], a maximality condition on C0(M) reduces the analysis to
the representations in L2(M), with the Lebesgue measure.
In the approach of Mackey [5] and Landsman [6], M is assumed to be a homogenous
space, M = G/H , G a finite dimensional Lie group, H a subgroup. Given M, the
resulting algebra and representations (classified by the representations ofH) substantially
depend on the choice of G; leaving aside the interest of the additional degrees of freedom
associated to H , the construction does not therefore provide a unique formulation of
Quantum Mechanics for a particle on M.
Segal’s diffeomorphism invariant approach has been developed by Doebner [7], who
dropped Segal’s maximality condition by assuming a local Hilbert space structure of any
dimension, with a connection form which relates spaces at different points.
The representations of the diffeomorphism group, associated in general to diffeo-
morphism invariance, have been studied by Goldin. The corresponding Lie algebra of
functions and vector fields does not contain enough information for the identification
of mechanics on M; in fact, it has the interpretation of the (classical) current algebra
and its representations appear therefore in many situations, in particular for all N par-
ticle quantum (Schroedinger) systems on M [8]. The same considerations apply to the
representations of the crossed product C∗ algebra C0(M)× Diff (M).
Clearly, the basic problem of the diffeomorphism invariant canonical approaches is the
identification of degrees of freedom for the generalized momenta, which is not correctly
given by the Lie structure of vector fields, since linearly independent vector fields define
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independent variables.
The solution proposed in [9] is to consider as fundamental the module structure of
the Lie algebra of vector fields of compact support, denoted by Vect (M), on the algebra
of C∞ functions, i.e. the Lie Rinehart (LR) structure of (C∞(M), Vect (M)) and to
assume that the Lie-Rinehart product
f ◦ v : (C∞(M),Vect(M))→ Vect(M) (1)
is realized, in the algebra defining Quantum Mechanics (QM) on M, by the symmetric
( Jordan) product :
f ◦ v = 1/2 (f · v + v · f) (2)
It turns out that the LR relations (2) can also be written in terms of the resolvents
of the unbounded operators representing vector fields (of compact support) and define
therefore, together with the crossed product relations between C∞(M) and Diff (M),
a unique C∗ algebra. Its Hilbert space representations have been classified, assuming
regularity, i.e strong continuity of one dimensional subgroup of Diff (M) as for the Weyl
algebra, and shown to be in one to one correspondence with the unitary representation
of the fundamental group of M, describing the displacement of a particle along non-
contractible closed paths [9]. Such a classification of states reproduces, only assuming
basic geometrical and algebraic structures, that obtained by Doebner [7] and by [10], the
latter within an approach a priori based on trajectories.
For the basic questions about the nature of quantization, clearly one has to identify
general principles and ask to which extent they constrain both classical and quantum
mechanics and which alternatives they leave open.
The strategy proposed by Dirac [11], with his analysis of “proportionality between
commutators and Poisson brackets”, ends with the difficulties of phase space quanti-
zation. As we shall see, Dirac’s equations cannot be interpreted as directly relating
classical and quantum algebras and the basic missing point is the very identification of
the algebraic structures to which they apply.
We start therefore from fundamental principles, given by the geometry ofM and Vect
(M). They are embodied in the commutative algebraic structure of C∞(M), describing
the manifold, and in the Lie structure of C∞(M)+ Vect (M) defined by the Lie relation
between vector fields and their action on C∞(M). From the above discussion it is
clear that also the module structure of Vect (M) over C∞(M) plays an essential roˆle,
redefining linear dependence of vector fields according to multiplication by C∞ functions.
Actually, the Lie-Rinehart algebra (C∞(M), Vect (M)) is represented faithfully both
in classical and in quantum mechanics, with the Lie product realized respectively as the
Poisson and commutator brackets and the LR product realized as the symmetric product,
eq.(2).
We then propose to base the most general notion of mechanics on a set of variables
indexed by C∞(M) and Vect (M)) with their Lie-Rinehart relations, C∞ functions
being interpreted as position variables and Vect (M), describing “small displacements”,
as “generalized momenta”.
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In order to obtain variables to which well defined values may be assigned in terms
of a notion of spectrum, we consider (associative) algebras generated by them. The
associative product is assumed 1) to extend the commutative product of C∞(M) and
2) to reproduce, with its symmetric (Jordan) part, the Lie-Rinehart product between
C∞(M) and Vect (M), i.e. to satisfy eq.(2); as discussed above in the case of QM,
condition 2) has a basic roˆle for the identification of degrees of freedom and therefore for
the characterization of Mechanics onM, with respect to the most general diffeomorphism
invariant system. The use of the symmetric part of the associative product is essential in
the non-commutative case.
We also assume 3) that the Lie product on C∞(M)+ Vect (M) can be extended to
a Lie product on such algebras, defining on them derivations, i.e., satisfying the Leibniz
rule with respect to the associative product. This may be interpreted as the association
of some (infinitesimal) operation to each variable, generalizing the action of vector fields
and allowing for a general notion of symmetry transformation (which is essential, e.g.,
for the introduction of a time evolution).
We extend therefore the Lie-Rinehart algebra of M to a non-commutative (real)
Poisson algebra. In general, one obtains an enveloping non commutative Poisson algebra
of a Lie-Rinehart algebra [12], a notion which extends that of Poisson enveloping algebra
of a Lie algebra [13]. It should be emphasized that no relation is assumed between Lie
products and commutators, only the Leibniz rule constraining the associative and Lie
products.
If no other restriction is assumed, the result is the universal enveloping (non-commu-
tative) Poisson algebra of the LR algebra (C∞(M), Vect (M)). Its uniqueness follows
from the definition of universality (see below) and its construction has been given in [12].
Such a non-commutative Poisson algebra will be called the Lie-Rinehart universal
Poisson algebra of M, or briefly the Poisson-Rinehart algebra of M and denoted by
ΛR(M). A unique linear involution is also defined (see Section 2) on ΛR(M), treating
functions and vector fields as real variables, f = f∗, v = v∗ and satisfying (AB)∗ =
B∗A∗, which then implies {A, B}∗ = {A∗, B∗ }.
A priori, ΛR(M) is a very general algebraic structure, in fact the most general as-
sociative algebra, with a Lie bracket satisfying the Leibniz rule, generated by the LR
algebra associated toM and Vect (M). The main result is that it describes nothing else
than classical and quantum mechanics.
This is obtained as follows: first, we recall that in general, in a Poisson algebra Λ,
commutators and Lie products satisfy the following relation, already pointed out by Dirac
[11] and rederived in refs. [13] [14]:
[A, B ] {C, D } = {A, B } [C, D ] ∀A,B,C,D ∈ Λ . (3)
Clearly, if for some C,D ∈ Λ, {C, D } has an inverse, eq. (3) allows to express commu-
tators in terms of Poisson brackets. More generally, the same holds for prime Poisson
algebras, i.e. algebras without ideals which are divisors of zero [14]; such conditions are
not satisfied by ΛR(M), since (see below) any pair of functions with disjoint supports
generate (bilateral) ideals I1, I2 with I1 · I2 = 0. However, in the case of compact M, by
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summing commutators of locally conjugated variables in ΛR(M), we construct a unique
variable Z ∈ ΛR(M) satisfying
[A,B] = Z{A,B} ∀A,B ∈ ΛR(M) . (4)
Z turns out to be central with respect to both the associative and to Lie product; in the
non compact case, we construct a sequence Zn satisfying eq.(4) for n ≥ n¯(A,B), allowing
for an extension of ΛR(M) by an element satisfying eq.(4) and central in the same sense.
In both cases, Z is antihermitian: Z∗ = −Z.
If the variable Z is substituted by an (imaginary) number, the result may be seen as a
precise version of an argument by Dirac, based on eq.(3), on the commutator prescription
for QM; more properly, it shows that the general approach to mechanics on a manifold
provided by the basic geometrical (LR) structure automatically yields a variable invari-
ant under diffeomorphisms and under all the physical operations, expressed by the Lie
brackets in ΛR(M), i.e. a “universal constant”, with the same roˆle and interpretation as
the Planck constant.
To proceed with the analysis of ΛR(M), one considers the ideals generated by Z
∗Z−
z2I, z ≥ 0, I the identity of ΛR(M), given by 1 ∈ C
∞(M); they are stable with respect to
the Poisson brackets with ΛR(M) and define therefore homomorphisms piz and quotient
Poisson algebras ΛR(M)z ≡ piz(ΛR(M)).
For z = 0, one obtains the commutative Poisson algebra generated by C∞(M) and
by the C∞ vector fields, with the natural module structure of Vect (M) on C∞(M),
which is isomorphic to the commutative Poisson algebra of polynomials in the cotangent
vectors on M with C∞ coefficients; under standard regularity conditions (Section 2), it
has a unique Hilbert space representation, by multiplication operators in L2(T ∗(M)),
with Lie brackets represented by the classical Poisson brackets. T ∗(M) arises as the
spectrum, modulo a zero measure subset, of the commutative C∗ algebra generated by
C∞ functions and exponential of vector fields.
For z > 0, piz(Z) = ιz, ι
2 = −1 and there is an isomorphism ϕ, mapping the real
Poisson involutive algebra ΛR(M)z into the complex algebra generated by C
∞(M) and
by the generalized momenta Tv associated to the vector fields of Vect (M), satisfying
[Tv, Tw ] = i z T{v, w} , [Tv, f ] = i z {v, f} , Tf◦v = 1/2 (fTv + Tvf) ,
with ϕ(f) = f , ϕ(v) = Tv, ϕ(ι) = i. This is the (unbounded, “Lie-Rinehart”) quantum
algebra introduced in ref. [9]. Its regular (i.e. exponentiable) Hilbert space representa-
tions were studied in [9] and shown to be in one-to one correspondence with the unitary
representations of the fundamental group of M, pi1(M).
The analysis of Hilbert space representations of ΛR(M) shows that the above clas-
sification is complete, i.e. Classical and Quantum Mechanics on M are the only regular
and factorial representations of ΛR(M) (Section 2).
The isomorphism between the real algebra ΛR(M)z , z 6= 0, and the above complex
algebra also explains the origin of a complex structure in the standard formulation of
quantum mechanics, through a non-zero complex number representation of the antiher-
mitian variable Z; no complex structure arises in classical mechanics, which originates
from the zero representation of Z.
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For M = Rn, if only cartesian vector fields are considered, a similar simplified con-
struction applies, still providing a Z variable and the above classification. The relevance
of the full Rinehart structure is in fact only related to the geometrical identification of
observables in a diffeomorphism invariant formulation (a question in fact at the origin the
above mentioned difficulties and alternatives for the formulation of QM an manifolds).
In all cases, the Lie, or Lie-Rinehart, algebra of momenta and (functions of) positions
is the same in classical and in quantum mechanics. The classical-quantum alternative
only arises when polynomials in the momenta are introduced and is uniquely given by the
values of Z in the universal enveloping algebra, with the LR constraint on the symmetric
product.
The above analysis unravels the basic roˆle of the LR geometry of the configuration
manifold, which in the quantum case is somewhat hidden in the observable C∗-algebra
(Lie products being identified with commutators) and in the classical case goes beyond
the abelian algebraic relations. The LR algebraic structure provides, through the Poisson-
Rinehart algebra ΛR(M), a notion of non commutative phase space which coincides with
that of a general mechanical system, exactly covering classical and quantum mechanics.
In particular, the above construction shows that the Dirac ansatz of canonical quan-
tization, in the form of the proportionality of the commutators of variables in C∞(M)+
Vect (M) to their classical Poisson brackets, has no alternative, within the above rather
general notion of mechanical system.
The uniqueness of the commutators for C∞ functions and vector fields on the config-
uration manifold also explains the obstructions which arise by requiring proportionality
of commutators to Poisson brackets for all functions on the classical phase space. In
our approach, the extension of the commutation relations starting from C∞(M) and
Vect(M) and the construction of quantum algebras does not in fact use the classical
Poisson algebra; it is given by the Leibniz rule and by the identification of the LR prod-
uct with the symmetric product and therefore, in a sense, it automatically depends on
Z.
Our results suggest a quite different approach to the relation between Classical and
Quantum Mechanics with respect to phase space quantization: the classical phase space
is not assumed as a starting point and rather arises from the same (non-commutative)
Poisson algebra in correspondence with one of the values taken by the central variable
Z, on the same footing as the quantum mechanical state space.
We also emphasize that in the above approach the Planck constant needs not to be
introduced. It automatically appears as a variable invariant under all physical transfor-
mations, i.e. a universal constant, in the Poisson-Rinehart algebra of a manifold.
In the following Section the above notions will be formalized, together with their
implications on classical and quantum mechanics.
2. The Poisson-Rinehart algebra of a manifold and its representations
The Lie-Rinehart algebra of M.
A general notion of mechanical variables onM, should include regular (C∞) functions
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and vector fields, indexing generalized momenta; as we shall see, local variables are
enough for a general notion of Mechanics on M. We therefore consider the algebra
generated by real functions of compact support inM and the identity, C∞(M), and the
space Vect (M) of C∞ vector fields of compact support. Vect (M) is a Lie algebra of
derivations v : f → v(f) on C∞(M), with Lie product { v, w } defined by
{ v, w }(f) = v(w(f)) − w(v(f)) ; (5)
its elements are integrable to one-parameter subgroups of the diffeomorphism group Diff
(M) by compactness of their support and generate a subgroup of it, G(M). As a real
vector space, Vect (M) is generated by an infinite number of linearly independent vector
fields, which define independent variables; however, Vect (M) is also a module over
C∞(M) and, as such, it is locally generated by n vector fields, n the dimension ofM. The
module structure of vector fields over C∞(M) is clearly an expression of the functional
character of the Lie algebra Vect (M), to which a notion of linear dependence with
functions as coefficients is naturally associated; clearly, it is crucial in order to describe
the infinite dimensional diffeomorphism group and its Lie algebra in terms of a finite
number of generators, which will be interpreted as independent generalized momenta.
All together, the above algebraic structures give rise to the Lie-Rinehart algebra of
M, LR(M), defined [15] as the pair (C
∞(M), Vect (M)) with the commutative (real)
algebraic structure of C∞(M), the Lie product in Vect (M), the action of Vect (M)
on C∞(M) as derivations and the Rinehart product (C∞(M),Vect(M)) → Vect(M),
defined by its action as a derivation on C∞(M):
(f ◦ v)(g) = f v(g) . (6)
The Rinehart product is distributive in both factors, associative in the first,
f ◦ (g ◦ v) = (fg) ◦ v (7)
and is related to the Lie product by
{v, f ◦ w} = v(f) ◦w + f ◦ {v, w} (8)
for all f, g ∈ C∞(M), v, w ∈ Vect (M). The identity 1 of C∞(M) satisfies v(1) = 0,
1 ◦ v = v, ∀v ∈ Vect (M).
The action of Vect (M) on C∞(M) as derivations can also be written as an extension
of the Lie product Vect (M) to C∞(M)+ Vect (M), which becomes therefore a Lie
algebra, still denoted by LR(M).
{v, f} ≡ v(f) , {f, g} ≡ 0 (9)
for all f, g ∈ C∞(M), v ∈ Vect (M).
Diff(M) defines a group of automorphisms of the Lie-Rinehart algebra LR(M). The
action of the one-parameter group gλv, λ ∈ IR, generated by v ∈ Vect (M) satisfies
(d/dλ) gλv(A) = { v, gλv(A) }, ∀A ∈ C
∞(M) + Vect(M) (10)
with the derivative taken in the C∞ topology.
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Non-commutative Poisson ∗ algebras.
As discussed in the Introduction, in order to obtain variables taking well defined
values through a notion of spectrum, multiplications should be allowed and an associa-
tive algebra Λ should be considered. In order to preserve diffeomorphism invariance,
see eq.(10), the Lie action of vector fields on C∞(M)+ Vect (M), should extend to
derivations of Λ.
If the interpretation of vector fields as generators of a symmetry can be extended to
all the variables in Λ, one is led to assume that their action is described by an extension
to Λ of the Lie product of LR(M) satisfying the Leibniz rule, in both arguments as a
consequence of antisymmetry. Substantially, this is the step advocated by Dirac by the
introduction of generalized Poisson brackets, assumed [11] to satisfy the Leibniz rule in
an associative algebra. Moreover, a notion of reality should be defined in Λ through an
involution, leaving LR(M) pointwise invariant.
Λ should therefore have the structure of a non-commutative Poisson ∗ algebra . Non-
commutative Poisson algebras have been formally introduced in refs. [13] [17] [14] [18].
They are real associative algebras, with product denoted by A · B, which are also Lie
algebras, with Lie product, denoted by {A, B}, satisfying the Leibniz rule
{A, B · C} = {A, B} · C +B · {A, C}, (11)
For a ∗ algebra, a linear involution must be defined, satisfying, as usual, (A·B)∗ = B∗ ·A∗;
the reality of the Lie structure in Λ also requires {A, B}∗ = {A∗, B∗ }.
No relation is assumed between the Lie product and the commutator [A, B ] ≡ A ·
B − B · A; however, the following identity holds for all A,B,C,D in a Poisson algebra:
[11] [13] [14]:
[A, B ] {C, D } = {A, B } [C, D ] . (12)
The universal Poisson-Rinehart algebra of M.
Following the above arguments, a general notion of mechanics on a manifold M
is given by the Poisson ∗ algebra generated by the Lie-Rinehart algebra of M. More
precisely, we consider the (non-commutative) universal enveloping Poisson algebra of the
LR algebra LR(M), defined as follows [12]:
Definition 1. The LR universal Poisson algebra, or Poisson-Rinehart alge-
bra, of a manifold M is the unique (non-commutative) Poisson algebra ΛR(M) with an
injection i : LR(M)→ ΛR(M) satisfying,
i) i is a Lie algebra homomorphism,
i({l1, l2}) = {i(l1), i(l2)} , ∀l1, l2 ∈ LR(M) , (13)
ii) i(1) · i(l) = i(l), ∀ l ∈ LR(M)),
iii) i(fg) = i(f) · i(g) ∀ f, g ∈ C∞(M),
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iv) i(f ◦ v) = 1
2
(i(f) · i(v) + i(v) · i(f)) ∀ f ∈ C∞(M), v ∈ Vect(M)
and such that, if Λ is a Poisson algebra with injection iΛ satisfying i) - iv), there is a
unique homomorphisms of Poisson algebras ρ : ΛR(M) → Λ intertwining between the
injections, iΛ = ρ ◦ i .
As in general for enveloping algebras, the uniqueness of the Poisson universal envelop-
ing algebra of LR(M) follows immediately from the uniqueness of the homomorphism ρ.
In the following, LR(M) will be identified with the image of its injection in ΛR(M).
In order to construct ΛR(M), one may start from the Poisson universal enveloping
algebra of LR(M) as a Lie algebra, introduced in general by Voronov [13] for (graded)
Lie algebras, and take quotients with respect to the ideals (in the sense of associative
algebras) generated by the relations ii)-iv); such ideals are in fact stable under the bracket
operations with all the elements in the universal enveloping algebra of LR(M) as a Lie
algebra, and therefore the corresponding quotients define Poisson algebras.
The only delicate point in the construction of ΛR(M) is the validity of the Leibniz
rule in both arguments for the extended the Lie brackets. In fact, the Leibniz rule on
one side determines a unique extension of the Lie brackets to the tensor algebra of a Lie
algebra. The Leibniz rule on the other side is obtained by Voronov through an explicit
analysis of the quotient with the ideal generated by eq. (12). The same result also follows
by imposing antisymmetry, through the quotient with respect to the ideal generated by
all the elements {A, B }+ {B, A } together with their repeated { ·, · } brackets with the
tensor algebra; the Jacoby identity follows by induction. Injectivity of i holds since the
above ideals have 0 intersection with i(LR(M)).
With respect to the Poisson universal enveloping algebra of LR(M) as a Lie algebra,
ΛR(M) includes the relations ii) - iv), so that, according to the requirements discussed
above, it extends the algebraic relations of C∞(M) and the Lie-Rinehart product, iden-
tified with the symmetric (Jordan) part of the associative product.
Such relations are a priori essential for the mechanical interpretation of ΛR(M) and
will in fact be crucial for the derivation of the classical phase space and for the charac-
terization of QM on M. They also enter in the construction of the Planck constant as a
central variable, even if conditions i) and ii) are sufficient for compact M.
If, in Definition 1, only conditions i) is assumed, the result merely embodies the
Lie relations between vector fields and functions on M, so that it applies in general to
Diff(M) invariant systems; in particular, the resulting Poisson algebra appears in all
N -particle systems on M [8], with LR(M), as a Lie algebra, interpreted as the current
algebra.
On ΛR(M) there is a unique involution which leaves LR(M) pointwise invariant;
in fact, (A · B)∗ = B∗ · A∗ uniquely extends the involution from LR(M) to its tensor
algebra, where it leaves invariant the ideals defining ΛR(M); the involution is therefore
well defined in ΛR(M) and, by construction of the Lie brackets in ΛR(M), satisfies
{A, B}∗ = {A∗, B∗ }.
Diff(M) is a symmetry of all the above constructions and extends therefore to a group
of automorphisms of ΛR(M) as a Poisson algebra (leaving LR(M) invariant). As before,
the action of the one-parameter groups gλv, λ ∈ IR, satisfies eq.(10), for all A ∈ ΛR(M),
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with the derivative taken in the topology induced on ΛR(M) by the C
∞ topology on the
tensor algebra over LR(M).
It should be noted that ΛR(M) is not an enveloping algebra in the usual sense [16],
since the Lie product is not given by the commutator. With respect to the commutative
and non commutative Poisson algebras discussed in the literature [17] [18] for classical
mechanics and for quantum mechanics, the concept of (non-commutative) Poisson uni-
versal enveloping algebra is more general and only includes the basic geometrical (Lie and
Lie-Rinehart) structures. Its construction includes neither classical nor quantum princi-
ples, which are usually assumed in the form of abelianess or commutation relations.
The relation between commutators and Lie products.
A central result in our analysis is the construction of a variable Z which relates com-
mutators and Lie products in ΛR(M). The essential ingredient is that any function of
compact support, in particular the identity for compact M, can be obtained as a sum
of Lie products; by eq. (3), the corresponding sum of commutators gives the required
variable, which is then shown to be independent of the construction and central, both in
the commutator and in the Lie sense. More precisely we have
Theorem 1. [9] For a compact manifold M, there exists a unique Z ∈ ΛR(M),
such that, ∀A, B ∈ ΛR(M),
[A, B ] = Z · {A, B } . (14)
It satisfies
{Z, A } = 0 = [Z, A ] , Z = −Z∗ (15)
For a non-compact manifold, there exists a sequence Zn = −Z
∗
n ∈ ΛR(M) such that,
∀A, B ∈ ΛR(M), ∃ n¯(A,B) ∈ IN, such that,
[A, B ] = Zn · {A, B } , {Zn, A } = 0 = [Zn, A ] ∀n > n¯ . (16)
One may therefore define an element Z = −Z∗, such that the Poisson algebra Λ˜R(M)
generated by ΛR(M) and Z satisfies eqs. (14), (15).
Proof. The proof simplifies for compact M. In this case, the manifold can be covered
by a finite number of open sets Øi homeomorphic to discs. There are therefore functions
qi and vector fields wi, with compact support contained (in local coordinates) in larger
discs Ø′i, satisfying {qi, wi}(x) = 1 , ∀x ∈ Øi. For any partition of the unity
∑
i gi = 1,
with Supp (gi) ⊂ Øi, we have
1 =
∑
i
gi{qi, wi} =
∑
i
{qi, gi ◦ wi} ≡
∑
i
{qi, pi} (17)
Then, eq.(3) gives, for all A,B ∈ ΛR(M),
[A, B ] = 1 · [A, B ] =
∑
i
{qi, pi} · [A, B] =
∑
i
[ qi, pi ] · {A, B} (18)
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The sum in the r.h.s. of eq.(18) is independent of the construction since, for any other
choice of Ø˜i, g˜i, q˜i, w˜i, eq.(18) gives
∑
i
[ q˜i, p˜i ] =
∑
j
[ qj , pj ] ·
∑
i
{q˜i, p˜i} =
∑
j
[ qj , pj ] . (19)
One may therefore define
Z ≡
∑
i
[ qi, pi ] (20)
and eq.(14) holds. By definition of the involution in ΛR(M), Z = −Z
∗. By the Leibniz
rule, ∀A ∈ ΛR(M),
{Z, A} =
∑
{[qi, pi], A} =
∑
([{qi, A}, pi] + [qi, { pi, A}]) ; (21)
using eq.(14) and the Jacobi identity for the Lie product, the r.h.s. of eq.(21) becomes
Z ·
∑
({ {qi, A}, pi}+ { qi, { pi, A } } ) = Z ·
∑
{ {qi, pi}, A} = Z · {1, A} = 0 . (22)
Then, eq.(14) implies [Z, A] = 0, ∀A ∈ ΛR(M).
Theorem 1 can be regarded as an answer to the problem raised by Dirac [11] about
the origin and the uniqueness of the relation between commutators in Quantum Mechan-
ics and classical Poisson brackets. Dirac introduced the notion of generalized Poisson
brackets (substantially, the notion of non-commutative Poisson algebra) as the basis for
a generalization of Classical Mechanics and argued that Poisson brackets must be pro-
portional to commutators on the basis of eq.(3); however, the argument relies on the
“independence”of C,D from A,B in eq.(3) and is not conclusive, since invertibility of
{C,D} is not discussed, and in fact the conclusion, even in the generalized form given by
eq.(14), does not hold in general in (non-commutative) Poisson algebras. E.g., one can
derive, for the universal enveloping Poisson algebra of a finite dimensional Lie algebra  L,
the relation
[A,B] · Z1 = {A,B} · Z2 (23)
Z1 =
∑
ij
gijLi · Lj , Z2 =
∑
ijk
cijkLi · Lj · Lk , (24)
with gij the Killing form and cijk the structure constant of  L; Z1 and Z2 are central in
the sense of Theorem 1, but Z1 is not invertible and, in general, A ·Z1 = 0 does not imply
A = 0. For the Poisson-Rinehart algebra of a manifold, eq.(14) holds as a consequence
of condition ii) in Definition 1 for M compact and from conditions ii) - iv) in general.
Moreover, Dirac’s analysis is not conclusive because it is unclear to which algebra it
is meant to apply, so that the r.h.s. of eq.(14) is not well defined. If it is identified, as
perhaps implicit in Dirac’s analysis, with the classical bracket in the classical Poisson
algebra as a Lie algebra, leaving undetermined the associative product, one exactly meets
the problems of phase space quantization. If it is interpreted in the universal Poisson en-
veloping algebra of the Lie algebra of functions and vector fields, substantial information
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is lacking for the derivation of Quantum (and Classical) Mechanics on M, as discussed
above, and a conclusion can be obtained only in fixed coordinates, e.g. in IRn with
cartesian coordinates (see below).
The Lie-Rinehart relations and the construction of the Poisson-Rinehart universal
enveloping algebra, with the LR product identified with the Jordan product, is therefore
essential for the relevance of eq.(14); in particular, the problems of phase space quanti-
zation are avoided since the construction of the classical Poisson algebra, also as a Lie
algebra, depends on abelianess of the product, which does not hold in ΛR(M); in fact,
the Lie algebra of functions on the phase space is not a common structure of classical and
quantum mechanics, being given by a quotient of the common Poisson algebra ΛR(M).
The non-commutative Poisson algebra generated by cartesian coordinates and momenta.
As discussed above, the roˆle of the Lie-Rinehart relations is mainly that of allowing for
the identification of ΛR(M) with the algebra of mechanical variables on a manifold. If
only IRn, with cartesian coordinates, is considered, a similar simplified construction still
yields a Poisson algebra with a central element Z satisfying eqs.(14), (15).
For its construction, it is enough to consider the polynomial algebra in the cartesian
coordinates xi, i = 1 . . . n and the Lie algebra  Lc generated by it and by momenta pi, i =
1 . . . n with Lie product
{P (x), pi} =
∂
∂xi
P (x) , { pi, pj} = {P1(x), P2(x)} = 0 . (25)
No Rinehart product between coordinates and momenta is present, since only the vector
fields associated to translations are considered. Then, Definition 1, without condition
iv), gives a unique universal enveloping Poisson algebra Λc of  Lc, extending the (com-
mutative) algebraic structure of polynomials in the coordinates. The proof of Theorem 1
shows that [xi, pi ] is independent of i and defines an element Z ∈ Λc satisfying eqs.(14),
(15).
A non-trivial point is that Λc is not an explicit polynomial algebra; rather, it is
uniquely determined by the requirements that i) it is a Poisson algebra, ii) it is generated
by the polynomials in xi and by the momenta pi, iii) it is universal, i.e. for any Poisson
algebra Λ satisfying i) and ii) there is a unique homomorphism ρ : Λc 7→ Λ acting as the
identity on the generators.
The same Poisson algebra is also obtained if one only starts with the Lie algebra  LH
generated by xi, pi and an element I, satisfying
{ xi, pj} = δij I , (26)
all the other Lie products vanishing. One considers the universal enveloping Poisson
algebra given by Definition 1, dropping conditions iii) and iv) and keeping ii) for I, i.e.
with I as the identity. Then, introducing as before Z ≡ [xi, pi] (i fixed) abelianess of the
polynomials in xi follows from eq.(14) and the result is again the Poisson algebra Λc.
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Taking in Λc the quotients defined by the ideals generated by Z
∗Z − z2, z ≥ 0 one
obtains the classical Poisson algebra of polynomials in coordinates and momenta and the
Heisenberg algebra, with ~ = z.
The Dirac ansatz for commutators between cartesian coordinates and momenta has
therefore no alternative, precisely in the sense that the Heisenberg algebra and the clas-
sical polynomial Poisson algebra are the only Poisson algebras which envelope  Lc or  LH
in the above sense (and are therefore isomorphic to quotients in Λc) and represent Z
∗Z
by a nonnegative number.
A more complete discussion of central variables and ideals in Poisson algebras requires
the introduction of bounded variables, which can be conveniently constructed in Hilbert
space representations.
Regular factorial representations of ΛR(M). Classical and Quantum Mechanics.
Definition 2. A representation pi of a Poisson *-algebra Λ in a complex Hilbert
spaceH is a homomorphism of Λ into a Poisson *-algebra of operators inH, with both the
operator product and a Lie product {. , .} satisfying the Leibniz rule, having a common
invariant dense domain D on which
pi(A · B) = pi(A)pi(B), pi({A, B }) = { pi(A), pi(B) }, pi(A∗) = pi(A)∗.
A representation pi of ΛR(M) is called regular if pi(C
∞
0 (M)) 6= 0 and
i) (exponentiability) D is invariant under pi(C∞(M)) and the one parameter unitary
groups U(λv), U(λZ), λ ∈ IR, generated by Tv ≡ pi(v) and −i pi(Z), respectively,
ii) (diffeomorphism invariance) the elements gλv ∈ G(M) define strongly continuous
automorphisms of the C∗ algebra A(M)pi generated by pi(C
∞(M)), U(λv), U(λZ),
gµw : pi(f)→ pi(gµwf), U(λv)→ U(λgµw(v)), U(λZ)→ U(λZ). (27)
A regular representation pi of ΛR(M) is called factorial if the elements of the center Zpi
of A(M)′′pi , the weak closure of A(M)pi , which are invariant under Diff(M) are multiples
of the identity.
Condition i) requires the existence of exponentials of the representatives of the vector
fields and of Z; such exponentials are unique since stability of D under them implies
essential selfadjointness of the generators on D. Condition ii) amounts to exponentiabil-
ity of the derivations defined by eq.(10), in the representation pi; it is implied by i) for
representations with z 6= 0 (as a consequence of eq.(29) below). The action of diffeomor-
phisms on A(M)′′pi is well defined as a consequence of their strong continuity (condition
ii).
The above condition on the center of A(M) reflects the fact that ΛR(M) has both
an associative product and a Lie product, related to Diff(M) by eq.(10), so that diffeo-
morphism invariance of an element corresponds, in exponentiated form, to the vanishing
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of its Lie brackets with vector fields. For representations with z 6= 0, central elements
are automatically diffeomorphism invariant, by eq.(29) below.
For the analysis of regular factorial representations of ΛR(M), one has [12]:
Proposition 1. In a representation pi of ΛR(M), pi(f) and pi(v), f ∈ C
∞(M), v ∈
Vect(M), are strongly continuous on D in the C∞ topology of C∞(M) and Vect(M).
Equation (10) holds for pi(gλv(A)), A = f, v, with the derivative taken in the strong
topology.
In a regular representation, the one-parameter unitary groups U(λv), U(λZ) satisfy
[U(λv), U(λZ) ] = 0, [pi(f), U(λZ) ] = 0. (28)
In a regular factorial representation one has
i) U(λZ) = e−iλzI, z ∈ IR; modulo the ∗ involution in ΛR(M) (leaving C
∞(M)+ Vect
(M) pointwise invariant), one can take z ≥ 0,
ii) the one parameter groups U(λv) are strongly continuous in v in the C∞ topology of
the vector fields and
U(λv)U(µw) = U(µgλzv(w))U(λv), U(λv)f = gλzv(f)U(λv) , (29)
For z 6= 0, eq.(29) defines, with the obvious modification of a factor z in the Lie algebra
structure constants, the crossed product Π(M) of C∞(M) and G˜(M), the universal
covering group of Diff(M) (the usual definition corresponding to z = 1). A regular
representation of ΛR(M) gives a representation of Π(M) which is Lie-Rinehart regular
in the sense of [12], since it is differentiable, the generators are strongly continuous in
the C∞ topology of vector fields and they satisfy the Lie-Rinehart relations.
We recall that two representations are called quasi equivalent if each of them is
unitarily equivalent to a sum of subrepresentations of the other. Our main result is
that the regular factorial representations of ΛR(M) exactly define classical and quantum
mechanics on M, with z playing the roˆle of ~:
Theorem 2. [12] The regular factorial representations pi of ΛR(M) are classified,
modulo the ∗ involution, by the values iz, z ≥ 0 of the central variable Z and
1) for z > 0, they coincide, apart from a multiplicity, with of the irreducible Lie-Rinehart
regular representations of the crossed product Π(M) ≡ C∞(M)×G˜(M), defining Quan-
tum Mechanics on M. As a result of [9], for each z > 0, they are locally equivalent, up
to a multiplicity, to the Schroedinger representation and they are classified by the unitary
representations of the fundamental group of M.
2) for z = 0, for separable representation spaces H, they are quasi equivalent to the rep-
resentation piC in L
2(T ∗M, dx dp), defined by multiplication operators (Classical Me-
chanics): on D = C∞0 (T
∗M), in local coordinates, ∀f ∈ C∞(M), ∀v =
∑
i gi(x)∂/∂xi,
supp v ⊂ Ø, Ø homeomorphic to an open disc,
pi(f) = f(x), pi(v) =
∑
i
gi(x) p
i , (30)
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pi denoting the coordinates in the basis dual to ∂/∂xi. The Lie product in piC(ΛR(M))
is given by the standard Poisson brackets on T ∗M. If Diff(M) is unitarily implemented,
the representation is unitarily equivalent to a multiple of piC .
Proof. By i) of Proposition 1, Z = izI in regular factorial representations of ΛR(M)
and for z 6= 0 the classification follows from Proposition 1 and Theorems 3.7, 4.5, 4.6 of
ref.[9].
For z = 0, by separability of H, modulo unitary equivalence, the representation is
defined by multiplication operators in a denumerable sum of L2 spaces over the spectrum
of the abelian C∗ algebra A(M).
The proof [12] then requires three steps: first, the spectrum of A(M) is identified,
apart from a set of zero measure, with the cotangent bundle T ∗(M); in fact, by regularity
of pi, almost all the multiplicative functionals ξ on A(M) are determined by their value
on C∞(M) and on the generators pi(v) of the one parameter groups, to which they extend
by regularity; locally,
ξ(v) ≡ ξ (
∑
i
gi(x)
∂
∂xi
) =
∑
i
gi(xξ) ξ(
∂
∂xi
) ≡
∑
i
gi(xξ) p
i
ξ , (31)
since M is the spectrum of the closure of C∞(M); therefore, ξ = (xξ, p
i
ξ) ∈ T
∗(M) and
pi(f) = f(xξ) , pi(v) =
∑
i
gi(xξ) p
i
ξ (32)
as multiplication operators.
The second point is the regularity of the above measures with respect to the Lebesgue
measure on T ∗(M), which follows using transitivity of the transformations of T ∗(M)
induced by diffeomorphisms ofM (apart from a set of zero measure) and local coordinates
defined (almost everywhere) in T ∗(M) by suitable vector fields on M.
Third, the identification of the Lie brackets with the classical Poisson brackets on
ΛR(M) follows, by the Leibniz rule, from its validity for pi(C
∞(M)+ Vect(M)); from
Proposition 1, one has, in local coordinates, ∀A(x, p) ∈ pi(C∞(M)+ Vect(M)), v =∑
i gi(x) p
i, gλv(x, p) the canonical transformation defined on T
∗(M) by the diffeomor-
phism gλv,
{
∑
i
gi(x) p
i, A(x, p) } = (d/dλ)A(g−1λv (x, p))|λ=0 = (33)
=
∑
i
(
−
∂A(x, p)
∂xi
gi(x) +
∂A(x, p)
∂pi
∂gj(x)
∂xi
pj
)
= {
∑
i
gi(x) p
i, A(x, p) }Class . (34)
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